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Using comparative genomics and functional analysis, this work summarises how the cell’s genome
is organised, with emphasis on the importance of the cell’s chassis. Some discrete but important
engineering constraints are reviewed, beginning with the need for scaffolds, as well as the question
posed by the difficult task of putting a very long random thread (DNA) into a limited volume. Sub-
sequently, to illustrate overlooked essential functions, we show the importance of safety valves, as
well as the need to cope with leftovers. The third section discusses how transplantation experiments
point out a remarkable feature of the cell factory: the program replicates (makes identical copies of
itself), whereas the cell reproduces (makes similar copies of itself), placing in the limelight the role
of informational maintenance. A final section identifies the need to put together a globally linear
behaviour of the cell with intrisically non-linear genetic constructs. The discussion ends with the
central question of evolvability of artificial constructs and to suggest that combining in vivo Syn-
thetic Biology with biochemical reactors might be an efficient way forward.
� 2011 Federation of European Biochemical Societies. Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

The present avatar of «Synthetic Biology» (SB) assumes that we
know enough of what life is to allow us to construct life from
scratch, or, at least, to modify existing cells and organisms so that
they work as cell factories. With this view SB puts together two
separate entities, a program (the conceptual extension of the
genetic program) and a chassis (the conceptual extension of the
living cell). Yet a rapid browsing of publications in the domain
indicates that the vast majority of SB-related work deals with the
program, not the chassis. Most investigators do as if the recipient
cell would be nice enough to accommodate entirely artificial
constructs and behave as expected, producing the right products,
with the right yield, at the right time. Several hard constraints
however make this dream difficult, if not impossible to achieve.
We review here some of the specific features of the cell chassis
as well as hidden constraints that must be understood before we
really go for large-scale industrial success stories.

The originality of contemporary SB (for the history of the con-
cept see [1–3], and in French, an account of Stéphane Leduc’s work
[4]) is that it places engineering at its heart. In concrete terms,
what would we need if we were to construct an organism that
would carry over a synthetic genome and stay alive for a long
time? Would scaling up synthetic processes be possible, and to
al Societies. Published by Elsevier
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what extent [5]? It requires us to try and make a thorough
inventory of functions, taking care not to forget unobtrusive but
essential ones, to see whether we do not miss important points.
To this aim, we analyse the two independent components [6] of
the constructs: the chassis (the cell) and its program and see
how they ought to come together smoothly.

The present review is split into four parts. Using comparative
genomics and functional analysis [7], we first summarise how
the cell’s genome is organised, with emphasis on the cell as a fac-
tory. We then illustrate some unobtrusive but important engineer-
ing constraints that need to be considered. To this aim, we begin
with the need for scaffolds, as well as the hurdle created by the dif-
ficult task of putting a very long random thread into a limited vol-
ume. Then, as an illustration of overlooked essential functions, we
show the importance of safety valves, as well as the need to cope
with the leftovers that are inevitably created during maintenance
processes. The third section discusses how genome transplantation
experiments point out a remarkable feature of the cell factory: the
program replicates (makes identical copies of itself), whereas the
cell reproduces (makes similar copies of itself) [8]. This subtle
difference in processes that are usually mistaken for a single one
introduces the category «information» as a currency of reality
essential to understand how life develops. The fourth section iden-
tifies the need to put together a globally linear behaviour of the
cell’s physiology with intrinsically non-linear genetic constructs.
This allows us to end our discussion with the central question of
evolvability of artificial constructs and to suggest that combining
B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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in vivo SB with biochemical reactors might be an efficient engi-
neering way forward.

2. Functional analysis of the genome

More than half a century of molecular genetic studies have
unraveled the bulk of the functions required to make a living cell.
The belief that we already know everything about life is at the root
of the present success of the SB stance, which implies that we are
in a position to reconstruct life, or even construct novel forms of
life using our previous abstract knowledge, that can be summa-
rised in the way we consider the organisation of bacterial genomes.

2.1. The minimal genome

At the onset of genome projects, back in the mid-1980s, the idea
already prevailed that we knew the vast majority of the functions
required to sustain life [9]. In particular it was possible to establish
a list of the minimum number of functions that would be neces-
sary, if perhaps not sufficient, to account for the properties of living
systems. This list was published in the white paper under the helm
of André Goffeau meant to justify the funding of genome projects
by the European Commission. The minimal genome then com-
prised approximately 400–500 kb of DNA, with a core machinery
(replication–transcription–translation: the core of the molecular
biology «dogma») made of about 250 genes [10] (Table 1). Remark-
ably, sequencing of the shortest genome of an autonomous bacte-
rium later substantiated this figure, with many of its 524 (RNA and
protein-coding) genes coding for known functions (but still with a
significant number of unknowns) [11].

Identifying essential functions, though, does not tell us how
they are implemented: it is capital to remember that while specific
functions may be omnipresent, the corresponding structures may
(and do) differ from one organism to another one [12]. Further-
more, when tested for dispensability, genes and functions have
been assayed over a small number of generations and under labo-
ratory (i.e. stable) conditions. Many more functions than the
known ones might need to be taken into account to account for
sustained life in the long term (or across many generations).

In any event, the minimal set thus established had a limitation.
It assumed that all the building blocks needed to construct the nuts
and bolts (metabolites) that make the cell factory are provided by
the environment. Many more functions are required if the environ-
ment is purely mineral. In running a cell, some 800–1500 metabo-
lites are used, sometimes only as intermediates. This corresponds
to some 800–1500 reactions that must run by specific enzymes.
As a consequence the minimal genome for a cell exploiting a purely
mineral environment would require up to 2000 genes. Indeed,
chemolithoautotrophic bacteria such as Thiobacillus sp. have a
Table 1
The minimal set of genes postulated in 1989 to justify financing genome projects by
the European Commission [10]. The average length of the proteins involved was
assumed to be approximately 300 residues (coded by a 1 kb long gene).

Process Structure Length
(kb)

Replication DNA wielding 40
Transcription Transcription + coupling with translation 30
Translation Ribosome: ribosomal RNA + 50–60 ribosomal

proteins
60

tRNAs + tRNA loading + polypeptide
synthesis

80

Core metabolism Building blocks and coenzymes 200
Transport Import and export
Energy

management
ATP synthesis and electron transfers

Specific casings Creation of an envelope 100
genome of 2.9 Mb [13]. Some cyanobacteria, using carbon dioxide
as carbon source, such as Prochlorococcus marinus strains have a
genome in the 1.6–2.7 Mb range [14].

2.2. The paleome and the cenome

Yet, the genome of bacteria that do not rely on complex media
is often much larger. For example Cupriavidus (Ralstonia) metallidu-
rans (formerly Alacaligenes eutrophus), a facultative chemiolitho-
autotroph proposed as a source for enzymes using hydrogen in a
fuel cell [15], has a long genome. It is approximately 7000 kb long,
made of two chromosomes and two megaplasmids [16], that is,
considerably longer than the minimal size just discussed. As a mat-
ter of fact, the majority of known free-living bacteria have genomes
of a size in the 3000 kb range, usually as a single chromosome. It is
therefore important to analyse the distribution of genes in these
genomes, asking first the question, what is an essential gene? A
thorough exploration of bacterial genomes showed that, contrary
to expectation, no gene is common to all bacteria [12]. As a conse-
quence, it is not possible to identify essential functions by overlap-
ping genomes sequences while looking for orthology. An
alternative way is to look for persistent genes, i.e. orthologous
genes that tend to be present not in all but in a quorum of genomes
[17]. This way, it is possible to identify approximately 500 genes
that could be considered as essential not only to sustain life for a
few generations, but to sustain life over a long time in a rich envi-
ronment where the necessary metabolites are supplied [17]. This
number increases to some 1500–1800 genes if one takes into ac-
count only bacteria that can grow on a limited number of carbon
and nitrogen substrates. The corresponding genes tend to be
grouped into a small number of clusters in the genome [18].

To account for the remaining genes (usually spanning at least
half of the genome’s length) we have proposed to split genomes
into two parts, the paleome and the cenome [19]. For a given spe-
cies, the core persistent functions are coded by genes that make
the paleome of the species (this name was chosen because persis-
tent genes code for functions that must have been present since
the early times of life [20]). The paleome common to most bacterial
clades (approximately 500 genes) comprises genes required for
DNA replication, genes for transcription and translation, genes
essential for the cell’s maintenance, genes for synthesis of an enve-
lope and transport, and a small set of core metabolic genes. The
replication process entails genes for DNA replicase, and accessory
proteins: DNA ligase, DNA polymerase I, chromosome compaction,
and genes allowing chromosome segregation in daughter cells.
This makes some 50 genes. The transcription and translation
machineries, with coupling factors (Rho and Nus proteins [21])
make the bulk of the core paleome, with approximately 200 genes
(including RNA modification genes, as well as a variety of scaffold
protein genes, as discussed below). The cell’s maintenance is dri-
ven by complex machineries that use energy to discriminate be-
tween functional and crippled macromolecules and cope with
leftovers (see also below). This process is not entirely deciphered,
but it is likely to require some 50 genes. Synthesis of an envelope
and the division machinery will ask for some 30–50 genes also. A
minimum of twenty specific transporters (importers and export-
ers) will drive exchanges with the environment. Finally, core met-
abolic processes, including energy production and management (in
general respiration and core intermediary metabolism) will ask for
50–100 genes. This list is not very different from that guessed in
1989 (Table 1). If we consider the paleome of bacteria living in a
poor environment, most basic metabolites (building blocks and
coenzymes) will have to be synthesized de novo, and this will re-
quire some 1000 further genes, mainly coding for enzymes of met-
abolic pathways. It can be expected that in a fairly near future all
functions of the paleome will be identified.
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By contrast, the cenome complement of a genome is extremely
variable and differs from strain to strain in a given species. It is
made of the genes that allow the cell to occupy its specific ecolog-
ical niche. These genes are acquired by horizontal gene transfer
from the large pool of genes that is continuously discovered by
metagenomic studies. The processes involved (transformation,
transduction, integration of prophages and conjugation) make that
these genes are coming in genomes as gene clusters. This very large
pool of genes, the cenome (as in biocenosis [22]) is sampled as spe-
cific subsets in the different strains of the same species, providing
the strain with it original properties.

The pan-genome, which labels the overlapping genomes of all
strains of a given species [23], is the sum of the paleome and of
the cenome (i.e. the collection of the paleome complements in each
individual strain belonging to that species). Symmetrically, the
cenome of a given species is a subset of the corresponding pan-
genome, comprising all the genes allowing any strain of that par-
ticular species to live in its favoured niche. As an illustration, in a
species such as Escherichia coli the pan-genome is the union of
the genes forming the E. coli paleome (approximately 1800 genes
[24]) and the cenome of each individual strain. It already com-
prises some 20000 genes, with not much levelling off as new strain
genomes are sequenced. A particular cenome subset is responsible
of the specific phenotype of each particular strain (e.g. see strain
O104:H4 that triggered a dangerous outbreak in Germany in may
2011 [25]).

With this view the minimal genome comprises genes coding for
the functions of the paleome common to all free-living bacteria.
The paleome can be further split into three functional families, rep-
lication, constructing biomass, and safety, maintenance and repair.

2.3. Is there a link between the organisation of the genome and the
chassis?

This organisation of the genome does not tell much about the
way it could be connected to the chassis. Back in 1980 King et al.
reviewed the situation created by the gap between knowledge of
the sequence and knowledge of the structure of proteins: «Histor-
ically a gap has existed between the study of the one-dimensional
organization of hereditary information in genes, and of the three-
dimensional organization of macromolecules in biological structures»
[26]. The gap in our knowledge is even deeper when we consider
the cell or the organism as a whole. The image of the computer
allows us to better visualise the situation. John von Neumann de-
signed a concrete way to construct functioning Turing Machines,
today’s computers. Central to his approach was the concept of
operating system (OS), the core algorithm that was to manage
the interaction between the machine and its environment
(including its own «organs», such as the keyboard, screen etc)
[27]. An OS is a software that allows the computer hardware to
communicate and operate the softwares that are linked to the
computer, either as internal software or as external devices or
programs. As a consequence, to be working an OS needs to know
where to find the routines required for interacting with the com-
ponents of the hardware. This asks for implementation some-
where in its design an in-built image of the machine. Do we
see such an image in the way genomes are organised? Analysis
of the mur-fts clusters in a variety of bacterial genomes suggests
that this is indeed the case [19,28]. In complex organisms the sit-
uation is even clearer: the body plan is directly related to the way
genes are displayed in genomes, not only in position, but in
length (the introns play there an important role) [29]. We will
come back to this remarkable feature when discussing the rela-
tionship between the non-linear logic of gene expression in rela-
tion to the linear logic of growth.
3. Specific engineering requirements for the chassis

The functional view explored up to this point combines the out-
come of a data-driven approach with the deep reflection of von
Neumann. With the steady progresses of classical genetics, func-
tions have been identified after selection of mutants in specific
environments, looking for a particular phenotype, or collected at
random after heavy mutagenesis and careful observation of the
cell’s phenotype (for bacteria most generally the phenotype of a
colony on a Petri dish). In the mid-1980s the number of mutants
collected this way, using mainly model bacteria and the yeast Sac-
charomyces cerevisiae, resulted in such a large family of functions
that many authors thought that we already had got the bulk of
genes and functions necessary for life. Briefly, if one isolated a
mutant and the corresponding gene from any organism, then se-
quenced the gene – this was tedious at the time but feasible – there
was a very high probability that the gene coded for a protein
similar to one already identified and deposited in the first data
libraries, the EMBL databank and GenBank [9]. This was indeed a
strong argument used by many to fight against genome sequencing
programmes, thought to be both extremely expensive and useless
[30]. In 1991 however, at the meeting Genome Analysis in the Euro-
pean Community at Elounda in Crete, the presentation of the com-
plete sequencing of yeast’s chromosome III, in parallel with that of
a 100 kb continuous segment of the Bacillus subtilis genome re-
vealed a completely unexpected observation: more than half of
the putative genes carried by these long DNA sequences did not
look like anything known. This was the first discovery of genomics,
and this opened a question which is still valid today: what are the
functions that we failed to predict? Beside entirely novel metabolic
pathways, that keep being discovered, some are described in what
follows.

3.1. Scaffolding

Within the SB paradigm, the cell factory can be seen as a com-
puter where the program is physically distinct from the machine.
But this computer would have a feature not (yet) displayed by
man-made computers, it would be able to create a viable offspring
[19]. This view of the cell tells us something about the organisation
and evolution of its genome. Yet, it does not tell us much about the
way the cell manages engineering constraints. The cell’s chassis
combines management of compartmentalisation (the cell’s
envelope, intracellular compartments, appendages, but also
nanomachines such as the ribosome, ATP synthase, the protea-
some, the degradosome and many others [31]) and metabolism
(fluxes of molecules for the building up, storage, salvage of the
cell’s building blocks, catalytic centres and energy management).
Nutrients are imported and waste products are exported. However
an engineer would see further needs, such as lubrication or safety
devices. Thinking in this way is a means to uncover many unex-
pected functions.

Remarkably, despite the onset of SB the engineering reasoning
has still not gained much ground today, when thinking about the
chassis. A first functional category that fills the gap comes to mind.
When we construct buildings, it is oftentimes not possible to com-
plete the building from bottom up without using a complementary,
usually temporary, device, a scaffold. This structure is imple-
mented in the construction of bacteriophages, for example B. sub-
tilis phage SP3, where a scaffold stays in the final construct [32]. In
bacteriophage lambda, a temporary scaffold allows construction of
the phage head. It is subsequently removed, exactly as is the fate of
scaffolds in human constructs [33]. This general engineering
requirement has been detailed for phage T4 morphogenesis. The
process is a model for construction of the complex capsid of
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bacteriophages, with structural and accessory proteins required for
proper assembly including a vernier for measuring the tail length
[34].

A related discovery followed the discovery of the GroE system
in the control of bacteriophage lambda morphogenesis [35]. In a
seminal paper Ellis proposed in 1987 the concept of molecular
chaperones, proteins that would help shaping proteins during their
synthesis or subsequently to reach their final functional form [36].
Since then a large number of previously identified proteins with
unknown function, but often characterised by the phenotype of
mutants (often defect in phage propagation) was uncovered. Novel
members of this family keep being discovered (see for review
[37,38]). Many are functionally associated to physical stresses,
such as heat or cold shock and are involved in the general quality
control of the cell’s components [39].

3.2. Packaging the genetic program

Computers are not purely abstract entities. They are very con-
crete. They run programs, and a program needs a physical support.
It can be stored on a CD. In real life a CD is deformable, by heat for
example. When deformed, and despite the fact that the program it
carries remains unaltered, the laser beam meant to read it will not
be able to do so. The program will not be usable by the computer.
This does not alter the very existence of either the computer or the
abstract laws establishing what a computer is (a Turing Machine).
This tells us however that in any concrete implementation of the
Turing Machine, one cannot completely separate between the
hardware and the software [19]. In cells, the support of the genetic
program is a DNA molecule, that, as the CD for the computer pro-
gram, has specific physico-chemical properties. This observation
points to an important constraint that may explain why DNA trans-
plantation experiments have not yet spread worldwide.

Cells have been transformed by DNA probably since the outset
of life. Scientists have used a variety of methods to use this prop-
erty: conjugation, transduction, transformation, and, recently,
transplantation of a whole synthetic genome [40]. At the time of
this review this latter feat has been accomplished only in one
laboratory, showing that the technology has still to be considerably
improved, were it to reach the level of industrial applications.
Indeed, DNA when within cells is under a condensed shape that
allows a small volume to accommodate a very long thread. This in-
volves supercoiling, stabilised by a variety of DNA-binding proteins
(e.g. H-NS, HU, FIS, CRP and all transcription regulators) as well as
active topoisomerases. When condensed the DNA molecule is
extremely fragile as a single nick would immediately decondense
it, expanding ten times the radius of the volume accommodating
the molecule [41]. Even using very mild extraction techniques it
is unlikely that DNA purification from cells could prevent forma-
tion of such nicks. This would however preclude transplantation
into a cell of similar size as that accommodating a condensed chro-
mosome of the same length.

A way out would be to use large cells, or cell’s syncytia (cells
fused together in a single one). Looking carefully into the technol-
ogy used to transplant Mycoplasma capricolum, it can be seen that
polyethylene glycol (PEG) is an ingredient of the transplantation
medium. PEG is known to allow cytoplasmic membranes fusion
[42]. It is therefore likely that the success of the approach entailed
fusion of several cells where decondensed donor DNA could be
accommodated. Upon entry into the syncytium the donor DNA is
repaired, packaged and expressed. It codes for a restriction nucle-
ase that destroys the host chromosome, and the syncytium is
rapidly budding into a progeny, with the replicas of the now
condensed donor genome (Fig. 1). Preparing synthetic DNA with
the proper shape is therefore essential for future progresses (see
for example [43]). Beside chemical techniques promoting
transplantation, in vivo approaches can be used. Viruses are cases
in point, and they are used for transduction or transformation, e.g.
with cosmid libraries. Their very existence requires that they inter-
act with the cell’s envelope, and inject their genetic material into
the cell. Some viruses can harbour DNA fragments of considerable
length, often originating from their hosts: bacteriophage T4 carries
many genes matching those of the cell’s paleome, including tRNAs,
and there exists giant viruses with even more «cellular» genes,
which could transduce huge DNA sequences [43]. It is not clear
however that they could carry over a whole cell’s genome, as the
extant ones are always restricted in such a way that they cannot
behave as endosymbiotic cells (even as regressed as mitochondria),
but only as self-propagating, cell-dependent, viruses.

3.3. Safety valves

Many further essential yet overlooked functions must be taken
into account when aiming at constructing a viable cell. It is gener-
ally accepted, without analysis of the inevitable consequences in
terms of engineering, that cells have both highly specific and active
transport systems. This should have triggered a question: what
would happen if the cell had constitutive or previously induced
transporters suddenly placed in a medium rich in the transported
metabolite? The obvious consequence is that the metabolite would
rapidly flow in, and frequently lead to an unsustainable osmotic
pressure. For an engineer, this would mean that the cell requires
specific processes to prevent disruption of the cell’s envelope.
One way would be rapid polymerisation of the metabolite, storing
it while protecting the cell against pressure-driven explosion. Syn-
thesis of glycogen, in the case of glucose, nicely plays this role. But
there is no analog of carbohydrate polymers for each type of sugar
transported in the cell. Furthermore storage implies a complex
organisation within the cell’s compartments. Another escape route
must be implemented.

An engineer would propose a safety valve: once reaching a
threshold level the valve opens and excess metabolite is expelled
out of the cell. This requires specific exporters. And indeed cells
contain usually a considerable number of so-called «multidrug
resistance» permeases often with no known specificity but re-
cruited to export toxic compounds out of the cell (see e.g. [44]
for the current view about their role and origin). Within the frame
of the present reflection their presence is not a surprise, it is a clear
engineering requirement. However, a further subtle requirement
must also be implemented: releasing the metabolite in the envi-
ronment in the form it has entered the cell will create a futile cycle.
It is therefore likely that the metabolite is modified before being
released outside the cell. This is exactly what happens in the case
of lactose in E. coli, and this provides a function for lactose transa-
cetylase (LacA), including the fact that the enzyme has a poor KM, a
necessity for the cell to avoid exporting the metabolite it needs
to build up its biomass, unless it is overflowing in [45]. It is inter-
esting to note that LacA interferes with SB constructs using lactose
analogs as inducers [46]. A noteworthy engineering point here is
that assuming that enzymes must always be efficient can lead to
considerable misunderstanding of the cell’s metabolism. This also
explains why drug resistance is so ubiquitous and so easy to ac-
quire: most if not all cells have pre-engineered an in-built process
to get rid of undesirable metabolites combining metabolite modi-
fication (often acetylation) and export.

3.4. Coping with leftovers

A final example of an engineering constraint is the fate of the
ubiquitous degradation leftovers. Proteins and RNA age and are de-
graded when they can no longer be repaired. In particular messen-
ger RNA molecules must turnover, often fairly fast, to allow the cell



Fig. 1. Chromosome transplantation experiment. To behave as a computer (a Turing Machine) a prerequisite is that the program is physically distinct from the machine that
reads it. Lartigue and co-workers [6] have shown that it is possible to transplant the chromosome of Mycoplasma mycoides into M. capricolum. Yet, because of the extreme
fragility of the DNA molecule, it is decondensed as it is damaged by a few nicks, resulting in a molecule that is coiled into a volume much larger than that of the receiving host
cell. Using polyethylene-glycol allowed the authors to create a large syncytium that can accommodate the decondensed molecule. This molecule is then repaired and
condensed back to its original volume, triggering gene expression, including that of a restriction endonuclease that destroys the host genome. This experiments further
illustrates the difference between replication (the transplanted DNA sequence is the same at the outset and at the end of the experiment) and reproduction (the host cell’s
components differ at the end of the experiment from those of the initial syncytium).
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to respond rapidly to variations in its environment. Ribonucleases
are either cleaving the mRNA within the molecule, or starting from
an end and proceeding via a step by step removal of one nucleotide
at a time. During this process the RNA molecule is bound to the en-
zyme via its charged surface. Once the enzyme nears the end of the
molecule these interactions become progressively weaker, and
short oligonucleotides (nanoRNAs) detach. They are not innocuous,
as their size is such that they will easily enter the transcription
«bubble» and jumble the process. A ubiquitous engineering solu-
tion exists: specific nanoRNases are present in all organisms,
belonging to different descents, but with the same essential func-
tion [47]. It is likely that similar processes exist to cope with pro-
tein leftovers. Not much work has been devoted to them.

4. Reproduction and replication: cells as inventors

These examples set the stage: many engineering requirements
must be implemented to smoothly run the chassis. Beside these
functions we also must recognise a specific property of living cells,
that differentiates them from standard machines: they make a
young progeny, and being young implies a noteworthy difference
between the parent and its offspring. The program is kept the same
but the chassis differs in the parent and its offspring.

4.1. Information of the program, information of the chassis

The transplantation experiment illustrates this remarkable dif-
ference. The transplanted program (from Mycoplasma mycoides)
will initially use the chassis of M. capricolum (clearly different from
that of M. mycoides in biochemical terms). As the cell multiplies,
new parts (coded by the transplanted program) will progressively
replace the old ones. After some time all the old components have
been replaced by similar but not identical components (Fig. 1). This
is the living counterpart of the ship that brought Theseus from
Crete back to Athens (the Delphic Boat). To be kept as a memorial
it was maintained as a ship ready to sail, with new parts replacing
the worn out parts, until none of the original ones remained. This
process of reproduction was much discussed by ancient Greeks
[48]. It illustrates the difference between replication (making an ex-
act copy) and reproduction (making a similar copy). The program
has been replicated, the host chassis has been reproduced. During
reproduction something has been conserved, an information,
which is beyond the matter of the chassis.

SB implements a program in a chassis. While it is straightfor-
ward to exploit the information of the program (this has been done
in a large number of studies, generally using Shannon’s informa-
tion, see for review [49]), there is, as yet, no theory that could ex-
plore and use the information of the chassis. Yet that the chassis is
information-rich is obvious: for the Delphic Boat, for example, oak
would be less prone to rot than pine because it is harder. The infor-
mation «rotting-propensity» has been extracted from a fairly noisy
environment in the course of the process of constructing, then
maintaining the boat. Note that this may look as if a «poor» infor-
mation had been extracted in the process, but it could well be that
the boat is in an environment where bugs eat oak, and are killed by
the resin in pine: that would be clearly positive. This latter type of
information, therefore, has to be placed using some kind of mea-
sure of distance between the entity considered, and the entities
present in its environment. This is particularly important for a
cell’s progeny, during scaling-up processes, when cells multiply
over a large number of generations in an environment that they
modify by the change induced by their very presence.

Future work on a novel theory of information needs to be
developed in this direction, and epigenetic heredity is perhaps
the first place we should investigate in this light. In general, exactly
as illustrated by the subtle difference between reproduction and
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replication, there is a systematic mixing up between genetic hered-
ity and epigenetic heredity. The former corresponds to DNA
replication; the latter corresponds to reproduction of a particular
expression state of DNA. Epigenetic inheritance is much less stable
than genetic inheritance, although it can be stable over many
generations [50]. Typically cells of the different tissues of a multi-
cellular organism will display a specific expression pattern that is
the hallmark of the cells of that particular tissue (skin, liver, blood,
etc.). But this can sometimes be reversed, and the general work on
dedifferentiation of cells aims at resetting the expression of a given
cell type to that of another cell type. This illustrates that there is
constant exchange between information of the program and
information of the chassis and shows that, in terms of analysis of
information, one cannot limit research work to information of
the program, as is the present situation.

4.2. Maxwell’s demon

How does the cell manage this exchange? Let go back to the par-
adigm of molecular biology, the idea that molecules represent the
lowest significant level needed to account for what life is. James
Clerk Maxwell, in his Theory of Heat introduced the idea of the
‘‘molecular theory of matter’’, where movement and information
are central [51]. Temperature here measures the degree of agitation
of a gas: fast when hot, slow when cold. In a gas, if one starts with an
asymmetrical distribution, with hot gas molecules in one compart-
ment, and cold gas molecules in a contiguous one, the system will
evolve so that the temperature is averaged after some time elapsed
with parallel increase in entropy. To create a link between informa-
tion and entropy, Maxwell explored the idea of a hypothetical being
(later named a ‘demon’) that uses an in-built information-process-
ing ability to reduce the entropy of a homogeneous gas (at a given
temperature). Briefly, the demon is able to measure the speed of gas
molecules and open or close a door between two compartments as
a function of the molecules’ speed, keeping them on one side if fast,
and on the other side if slow. The demon manipulates an informa-
tion. Remarkably, his action will build up two compartments, one
hot, and one cold, reversing time, and acting apparently against
the second principle of thermophysics. How is this possible? Where
is the flaw in the reasoning?

Information is also central to computation. The role of thermo-
dynamics in computation has been examined repeatedly over the
past half century. The physics of information-processing proposed
a considerable variety of attempts to understand how Maxwell’s
demon could function. A major contribution to this work was the
account provided in april 1913 by Marian Smoluchowski, professor
at the Jagiellone university in Krakòw. At a lecture in Göttingen at-
tended by the most creative physicists and mathematicians of the
time, Smoluchowski gave details of the way Maxwell’s demon
could be implemented as a trap door, permitting information to
be coupled to availability of energy and material states of mole-
cules in the environment [52]. Later on, Szilard proposed in a loose
way to account for the relationship between information and en-
tropy [53], and von Neumann in the 1950s followed suit, stating
that each logical operation performed in a computer at tempera-
ture T must use an energy of kTln2, thereby increasing entropy
by kln2 (see [27]). This remained the accepted intuition until the
IBM company, which was concerned by the limits this would im-
pose on computation, asked its engineers to explore the situation
and possibly propose remedies.

Fortunately for computer sciences (you could not work on the
machine you are using if this had reflected reality), and as we shall
see for biology, Szilard’s intuition proved to be wrong. In the late
50s, construction of computers began to reach an industrial level.
Among the many engineering tasks was that of making computers
that would be much smaller than the gigantic machines
constructed at the time, and also faster machines. If the idea that
a logical operation was consuming energy it was obvious that a
limit in the space and speed of computation would be rapidly
met. A central question was therefore to calculate what would be
that limit. In a surprising twist of history of engineering, that
was also a revolution in the understanding of the physical world,
Rolf Landauer demonstrated in 1961 at IBM that, contrary to intu-
ition, computation could be made to be reversible, hence not to
consume any energy [54].

To understand the meaning of this statement, let us summarise
the bases of all computations. Three core boolean operations, AND,
NOT and REPLICATE are enough to permit all kinds of logical oper-
ations. Note that in standard boolean logic REPLICATE is not used,
but OR is used instead, with different outcomes in terms of general
consequences of what can be performed by the operators. Used in
some hardware languages such as Verilog, or the Ada software lan-
guage, REPLICATE is particularly interesting for allowing fairly
straightforward biological intuitions. The operation AND is boolean
intersection (multiplication), as we learnt in our first years at
school: it takes two binary inputs X and Y and returns the output
1 if and only if both X and Y are 1; otherwise it returns the output
0. Similarly, NOT takes a single binary input X and returns the out-
put 1 if X = 0 and 0 if X = 1. REPLICATE takes a single binary input X
and returns two binary outputs, each equal to X. Any boolean func-
tion can be constructed by repeated combination of AND, NOT and
REPLICATE. Another operation, that can be derived from those,
ERASE, is essential to our topic. ERASE is a one-bit logical operation
that takes a bit, 0 or 1, and restores it to 0. Concretely, these oper-
ations are implemented as ‘logic gates’. A logic gate is a physical
device that performs a logical operation. Microprocessors are com-
bining millions and even billions of logic gates to perform the com-
plex logical operations that you find in computers such as the one
you are using to read this text. SB uses a parallel logical analysis to
implement its ‘logicome’ [55].

In his work, Landauer showed that reversible, one-to-one, logi-
cal operations such as NOT can be performed without consuming
energy. He also showed that irreversible, many-to-one operations
such as ERASE require consuming at least kTln2 of energy for each
bit of information lost. The core of the argument behind Landauer’s
theorem can be readily understood. Briefly, when a bit is erased,
the information it contains must go somewhere. It has only two
possible ways: either it moves to a place in the computer (or of
the cell, if we consider cells as computers) corresponding to an ob-
servable degree of freedom, such as another place with a known bit
in its memory. If so, it has obviously not been erased but merely
moved. Or it goes into places with unobservable degrees of free-
dom such as the microscopic motion of molecules, and this results
in an increase of entropy of at least kln2.

In 1973, Bennett extended Landauer’s theorem, showing that all
computations could be performed using only reversible logical
operations, that is, without consuming energy. Briefly, no energy
was necessary to create novel information. Only one problem re-
mained: memory had to be erased to allow further computation
and this required energy [56]. Where does the energy come from?
To perform a logical operation, it is commonly extracted from a
store of free energy, then used in the processor that performs the
operation, and finally returned to the initial store once the opera-
tion has been performed. No energy, in the end, is used in the pro-
cess. However, to restore the system in its original form, energy
must be used. We note here that in usual computers the store is
a battery or an outside electric supply, whereas in cells energy is
distributed throughout the matter of the cell. This has considerable
consequences in the management of information by cells. The
property of reversibility has been implemented in real computers
under the term ‘‘adiabatic logic’’, and real circuits have been de-
scribed in details to explain how this works [57].
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4.3. Energy-dependent degradation

The shift from a continuous description of matter to a discontin-
uous, atomist view, was later on extended to biology with the birth
of molecular biology. Note that this took about one century to be
accepted. The present situation, where ‘‘information’’ is slowly
gaining ground as an authentic currency of biological reality, re-
peats a similar slow path. Back to Maxwell’s demon: In a real com-
putation, errors occur, and to get rid of errors will require an
irreversible operation, erasure of the wrong information and
replacement by the correct one. Hence, this will result in consum-
ing energy in order to restore the errorless situation. If energy were
not consumed, then the system would be able to go backwards in
time, and we would have created the perpetual movement. How
does this work in reality? The situation is similar to that proposed
to be the action of Maxwell’s demon: measure, store an informa-
tion, use it via replication of the measurement to re-establish the
initial state, and then erase the memory, to reset the initial state
of the demon. Central to this action are two logical processes, REP-
LICATE and ERASE. Among biological functions that would fulfill
these requirements we need therefore to look for degradation sys-
tems that consume energy. We shall dwell on this point later on.

If the error rate is x bits per second, for example, then error-cor-
recting processes can be used to detect those errors and reject
them to the environment at an energy cost of x kT ln2J s–1, where
T is the temperature of the environment. In fact, biological pro-
cesses, even at the microscopic level, do not proceed bit by bit,
but, rather are highly redundant and simultaneously change a
fairly large number of bits. This is because at 300 K, the average
temperature of life environment, the thermal noise is fairly large
so that redundancy is necessary to increase the signal to noise ra-
tio. And the usual ‘‘quantum’’ of energy used is that of hydrolysis of
a ‘‘energy-rich’’ phosphate bond, typically hydrolysis of ATP to ADP
or GTP to GDP.

While these types of processes have remained conceptual and
have not yet been presented as concrete illustrations of Maxwell’s
demon, we have in biology a wealth of examples illustrating
behaviours of that type. As already stated, many cell’s components
have to be continuously replaced. Non-functional proteins can be
either repaired [58–60] or refolded, and this costs energy. When
neither is possible they are degraded. Degradation enzymes, often
hydrolytic enzymes, are essential at this stage. Hydrolysis is exo-
thermic (therefore should produce energy), yet many degradation
enzymes consume energy – an apparent waste. This reminds us of
the remark made by Hopfield, that in order to identify important
unexpected functions, we should explore reactions that use energy
in an apparently expletive way: ‘‘known reactions which otherwise
appear to be useless or deleterious complications’’ [61]. And, indeed,
in the protein translation process, a proofreading step, using pro-
tein EFTu bound to charged transfer RNA, tests whether the tRNA
can read correctly the codon immediately available after the tRNA
carrying the growing polypeptide, and hydrolyses a GTP molecule
when the correct association has been found, thus acting as a Max-
well’s demon. In this context we expect that energy-dependent
degradation is the hallmark of «information gathering and utilising
systems», typical of what life is [62]. Energy-dependent proteases
are degradation machines composed of a sensor required for both
substrate recognition and ATP-dependent selection for unfolding,
and of a peptidase made of multiple subunits, required for sub-
strate hydrolysis (see e.g. [63]). They use their ATPase subunits
to choose between folded and unfolded substrates. Remarkably,
acyldepsipeptides antibiotics uncouple degradation from energy
consumption. They initiate proteolytic degradation without the
control exerted by the ATPases. This unchecked activity, which
demonstrates that the energy of ATP is not used in the very process
of protein hydrolysis, leads to the inhibition of bacterial cell divi-
sion and eventually cell death [64].

Such error-correcting routines are the norm in biological pro-
cesses, and function as working analogues of Maxwell’s demon,
getting information and using it to reduce entropy at an exchange
rate of kT ln2 joules per bit, rejecting errors to the environment at a
high rate to maintain reliable operations. Thus, as can be seen in
the buds of yeast, or creation of a mammalian egg, energy-depen-
dent septins behave exactly as the demon behaves [62,65], pre-
venting aged proteins to go in young cells, so that old cells can
create a young offspring. This reflection is therefore at the core of
what should be a renewed view of the process of ageing, especially
during the scaling up of SB processes.

5. Final constraints on the reproducing chassis

5.1. The program, the chassis and the flywheel

Underlying what became SB is the hidden assumption that cells
behave as electronic devices. The Biobrick™ Foundation, for exam-
ple, creates, collects and standardises DNA ‘‘bricks’’ that are meant
to be combined as the transistors that make the electronic circuits
of microchips. Even if we do not ask the simple questions: in these
chemical constructs where are the wires? and what is playing the
role of electric current? this approach does as if the cell, where the
circuit is implemented, behaved as a battery, providing the energy
potential that drives the time-dependent behaviour of the elec-
tronic mimic. This view is fairly naive. Indeed, putting a genetic cir-
cuit in a cell will have a considerable impact on the way it manages
its fluxes of matter and energy. Furthermore, while the engineering
of genetic circuits is meant to provide highly non-linear behaviours
(sensors, amplifiers, homeostatic regulation . . .) [55], the way cells
adapt to the availability of carbon, nitrogen and sulfur sources is
essentially linear [66,67].

This discrepancy matches the epistemological shift from physi-
ology to molecular biology. Once pervasive, cell physiology is no
longer fashionable. Jacques Monod’s PhD thesis in bacterial physi-
ology is one of the founding works of molecular biology. It derived
phenomenological rules that displayed bacterial cell growth as a
function of nutrients availability. Remarkably, it established that
there is a hyperbolic relationship between growth rate and a
growth-limiting carbon supply. This implied that there is a maxi-
mum growth rate, that was subsequently shown to be linearly
dependent on the global gene expression capacity of the cell,
mediated by the transcription/translation apparatus, essentially
translation, with its considerable number of ribosomes [67]. This
work predated the birth of molecular biology, while striking the
end of physiological studies. With the advent of molecular biology,
linearity was to be replaced by the intrinsic nonlinearity of the
regulation of gene expression (also with a major contribution by
Monod). Yet, growth requires that cells draw matter and energy
either from some – limited – storage system or adjust their input
and global biosynthesis, and experimental observations show that
this is performed in a linear way, combining at least three types of
syntheses for (i) a fixed set of housekeeping functions, (ii) the
transcription/translation apparatus (dominated, by far, by ribo-
some biosynthesis) and (iii) other, environment-related functions
[66,67].

Constructing cells that probe the presence of cues in the envi-
ronment, based on highly non linear circuits – such as detecting
explosives in mine fields [68] – should not pose difficult chal-
lenges, as there is considerable decoupling between the amount
of energy required to emit light from a bioluminescent device
and the cell energy and mass. In contrast, using the cell as a factory
to generate chemicals, from antibiotics to biofuels, asks a
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completely different question. Environmental bacteria that thrive
in polluted environments have, in fact solved the riddle. Via hori-
zontal gene transfer and much invention they carry over a consid-
erable fraction of their genome as an extract of a cenome, the set of
genes available in a particular environmental niche (biocenosis).
And these genes behave in a way that is quite similar to what hu-
mans would like to construct. How is the coupling between the
qualitative organisation of the gene network with the quantitative
simplicity of physiology achieved? de Lorenzo and co-workers,
using a Boolean formalism coupled to qualitative computation of
general fluxes follow a path that may rewarding, identifying bot-
tlenecks and high level organisation of regulatory circuits [55]. It
is now time to go for experiments and find out what could be
the flywheel that couples linear to non-linear behaviour: For exam-
ple, interest in cyclic AMP and its catabolite regulation protein
should be renewed. While it is known to be coupled to carbohy-
drate fluxes in E. coli (where it has been discovered), its targets
are completely different in Pseudomonas putida [69]. Yet both the
enzyme making cAMP and CRP are remarkably similar in both
organisms. This shows that the features retained from their target
is a not a particular property of a metabolic pathway, but a func-
tional property, an information attached to the coupling between
qualitative local organisation and quantitative global physiology.

5.2. Forgetting the chassis

If the cell is programmed to reproduce in such a way that it can
recruit information from the environment, using its «Maxwell’s de-
mon’s genes», then scaling up is doomed to fail, unless these genes
can be harnessed to accumulate information toward the human
goals, certainly a difficult task. This explains why, in general, evolv-
ing systems such as the one used to construct «Escherichia chlori»
[70] cannot be stably maintained over time. There is however an
alternative. The idea is to uncouple construction of biomass with
using some of it to perform human-designed tasks. Panke and
co-workers have paved the way in this domain [71,72]. The under-
lying idea is to create industrially useful pathway, first within cells.
With proper adjustment of the corresponding expression patterns,
they may reach a first level of functioning and make the cell pro-
duce the expected metabolite(s). However, despite all kinds of
improvement in terms of promoter efficiency, codon usage bias
etc, this will be at a level that is far too low to fit industrial require-
ments. The reason is that there is a conflict between the cell’s agen-
da (which is to make a progeny in this particular environment) and
the human agenda. In parallel with the required pathway many
other begin to be triggered as soon as one attempts to improve
the output. Here comes an interesting way to overcome this diffi-
culty. The first task of the engineer, at this step, is to identify as
many as possible of the «parasitic» pathways, that divert energy
and biomass from the industrial goal. Once this is done (this will
of course require a considerable amount of work), the idea is to
tag all the genes involved with a short protease-specific target, that
does not alter the overall functioning of the cell. Subsequently, a
considerable volume of whole cell extract is produced and placed
in a relevant reactor, together with a protease that will inactivate
the parasitic enzymes. This way the yield of the required metabo-
lite will be considerably increased [73]. Industrial processes can
well be designed to follow this approach: 1/a cell factory; 2/a bio-
chemical reactor.

6. Provisional conclusions

Synthetic Biology needs to take into account the chassis used to
expressed the human-designed programs. It is therefore essential
to extend the engineering reasoning to the chassis, and to uncover
as many as possible of the unobtrusive functions that would be
required to improved the yield of metabolic engineering. In this
quest, it is essential to remember that scaling up implies that a
given construct will be reproduced along many generations. Living
organisms have an in-built ability to mobilise «Maxwell’s demons
genes» that will divert the constructs from the human goals.
Taming the demon should be the target of our present interests.
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